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To,
The Members of CHQ,
The Presidents/General Secretaries,
The Members,
All Units of ITGOA.
Dear Comrades,
The DPC for the ad‐hoc promotion to the cadre of ACIT, for 200 vacancies against the R.Y. 2014‐15, was
held on 31‐03‐2016. The promotion order (ad‐hoc) is expected to be passed on 07‐04‐2016. It has
already been intimated through the Circular no. 03 of ITGOA, dated 31‐03‐2016, that the Ad‐hoc DPC for
200 vacancies against the R.Y. 2015‐16 will be convened by the CBDT shortly, if the deficiencies in APARs
can be removed by then. The deficiency list of 116 officers was uploaded on 30‐03‐2016. All the Units of
ITGOA were requested to remove the deficiencies by 05‐04‐2016 and send the requisite documents to
the Board. It was also requested to all the Unit leadership to send the documents positively through
messenger and not by post to save time and help the ad‐hoc DPC for the R.Y. 2015‐16 to be held as
soon as possible. It has been decided that the DPC for the ad‐hoc promotion in ACIT against the 200
vacancies of the R.Y. 2015‐16 will be held on 21/22‐04‐2016 by the CBDT but unfortunately, only a few
Units have complied with completing the deficient APARs till date and 95 cases out of 116 deficient
APARs are still pending. It is to state that if we can’t pursue the local authorities to send all the APARs
removing deficiencies, as per the list, to the CBDT by 12‐04‐2016, the DPC for the ad‐hoc promotion will
not be possible to be held on 21/22‐04‐2016. Also, the Units must ensure that the replies/complete
APARs sent by them are accepted by the concerned Directorate of the CBDT and no further queries
are made. Further, I do request the members of CHQ once again to make themselves available at
Delhi right from tomorrow, on rotation, to help preparing the proposal for the ad‐hoc DPC or
otherwise, the said DPC will be delayed indefinitely.

Yours comradely,

(Bhaskar Bhattacharya)
Secretary General

